Abstract-This paper deals with the topology formation relevant here, we shall refer all such devices as an MP. The schemes in the IEEE 802.11 based wireless mesh network. assignnmg common channels on the neighboring MPs to using the network simulator, ns-2 and compared with the enable mesh connectivity in the WLAN. existing solution. The preliminary results show that our
configuring network, capable of automatic channel without exposition of the topological information may take assignment to the one or more available interface(s). Such more time to converge and have higher message overhead. We strategy induces the association among MPs forming a mesh propose an enhancement of the existing protocol to reduce topology. In this paper, we study the topology formation by message and time required to generate a single unified graph . c in WLAN-based mesh networks. We performed simulations assignnmg common channels on the neighboring MPs to using the network simulator, ns-2 and compared with the enable mesh connectivity in the WLAN. existing solution. The preliminary results show that our
The basic protocol for the topology formation of wireless scheme performs better in terms of the message overhead as LAN Mesh in the current IEEE 802.1 Is draft specification well as the convergence time.
[2] is called the simple channel unification protocol (SCUP) .
The SCUP assigns a common channel to the set of MPs that The process of neighbor discovery and association performances lack efficiency. SCUP depends upon a simple requires MPs to assign channels to their own interface such heuristic called a channel precedence indicator (CPI) that is that the connectivity is established. If an MP is unable to computed as a sum of a random number and the time spent detect any neighbor, it randomly selects one channel and by an MP in the WLAN mesh. We show that the SCUP assigns itself a CPI. The problem of which channel to assign along with the CCST incurs high message overhead and among a set of available channels is left open for the require significant time for forming a WLAN mesh topology.
vendors, which might depend upon the channel quality Due to this reason, the amount of network resource can be estimation or other techniques. The CPI is used as an held during the initialization and the maintenance of the indicator to select a common channel while two disjoint network. In this paper, we discuss the cause of this problem meshes detect each other in a WLAN mesh. When the and propose an enhancement on SCUP. We exploit the neighboring MPs span more than one channel, it shall select topology information, i.e., the size of the emerging UCG to the channel of the MP with the numerically highest CPI reduce both time and the message overhead while forming value. If the identified unification channel is different than the topology of a WLAN mesh. We evaluated our scheme the current operating channel of the MP, an MP with a using ns-2 simulator and compared it with SCUP of IEEE smaller CPI shall switch the channel by invoking the CCST 802.1ls.
protocol as described in the following subsection. In the next section, we shall provide the description about B. Cluster Channel Switch Protocol (CCST) the operation of SCUP and CCST along with an illustration
The MP that needs to switch the chanel first set a switch of a problem. We shall describe our enhancement on SCUP wait timer and then sends a switch announcement frame to in section III, performance evaluation in section IV followed each peer MP that is in the unified channel graph. Any MP is by the conclusion in section V. [2] . Similarly, a switch merge both meshes into one UCG. As shown in Figure 2 , the announcement frame is described by the following tuple, switch wait timer is started by MP E, and the switch {candidate channel, IUCGl, meshId, ucgId, CPI.} Candidate announcement frame is transmitted to MP D, which further channel is the one to which a sender MIP is expected to
propagates the frames to all MPs of the UCG1. Clearly, it switch. Other parameters in this frame share similar content
The switch announcement frame shall be transmitted by as in the beacon frames.
the MP according to the CCST protocol. 
